How to fill out the Medical Diagnostics Forms
The IPC requires Medical Diagnostics forms (MDS) to be completed by the athlete’s physician or
ophthalmologist to be internationally classified. These forms must be completed by the physician or
ophthalmologist for the IPC to accept them. The forms must be filled in with Typed English.
Below are examples of what needs to go in each area. Please complete each area. If the forms are
missing portions, they may be rejected.
For the Visual Impairments (VI), please see the attachments section.
In the Attachments section, any additional medical documentation for your impairment must be
included when you send the forms to Sherrice Fox at Sherrice.Fox@usoc.org. Incomplete forms will be
rejected and must be resubmitted with all of the correct information. The VI forms give good examples
and explanations of what is required and the testing instruments that must be used to complete the
tests. Please make sure everything is completed using the correct tests.
IPC Classification Appointments
Due to the large number of athletes requesting international classification from the U.S., not all athletes
who submit MDS forms will be granted a classification appointment. The classification schedules are
posted by the IPC shortly after the six week deadline. We will notify U.S. athletes when it has been
posted. Any athletes who do not get an appointment will be added to a waitlist.
Your SDMS ID/IPC licensing number can be found at:
Athletics: http://www.paralympic.org/athletics/classification/masterlist
Powerlifting: http://www.paralympic.org/powerlifting/rules‐and‐regulations/classification/masterlist
Swimming: http://www.paralympic.org/swimming/rules‐and‐regulations/classification/masterlist
Shooting: http://www.paralympic.org/shooting/rules‐and‐regulations/classification/master‐list

MDS Forms must be returned to Sherrice Fox at
Sherrice.Fox@usoc.org or by fax (719) 866‐2029, six (6) weeks prior to
the competition they intend to be classified at.
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